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PROVA DE LLENGUA ESTRANGERA: ANGLÈS (PART COMUNA)
COGNOMS...............................................................NOM........................
A)

LLEGEIX EL SEGÜENT TEXT I COMPLETA ELS ESPAIS ENCERCLANT L’
ALTERNATIVA CORRECTA EN EL QUADRE DE LA PÀGINA 2. (Total: 2,5
punts – 0,25 per resposta correcta).

AFRICA'S NEW TECH WARRIORS
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Some women in Africa have taken up a career in technology, a field normally
dominated ...... (1) men. Naula Kebba had trained and worked as ...... (2)
accountant in Kampala in Uganda. But last year she decided she needed to learn
about technology to keep up with the pace of change in business.
"The world ....... (3) much more demanding now," she said. "Everything now
involves technology." But 37-year-old Naula had no background in technology
and ......... ..... (4) few places in Uganda that offer training in computer science.
The answer lay in a six-month course on internet technology skills ...... (5) the
Uganda Communications Institute.
Armed with ...... (6) new knowledge, Naula has set up her own information
technology consultancy. "It built up my confidence," said Naula. "I can deal with
technical problems myself instead of relying on someone else when something
goes wrong."
......... (7) was so encouraged by her training that she persuaded her sister and her
cousin to follow in her footsteps. Even her husband is considering whether he
should do the same. The course in internet technology is part of an international
education programme backed by the US tech giant Cisco Systems. It brings
together business, governments, international organisations and donors to
promote technology skills in developing countries. The aim of the programme is
................ (8) people in developing countries learn and improve their information
technology skills, with the hope of ................... (9) the distance with industrialised
countries. There are now more than 90 academies in 32 developing countries,
with more than 2,500 students and nearly 500 graduates.
Julianne Susanne Sansa is an instructor at one of the 30 centres in Africa. She
............... (10) working at the Institute of Computer Science in the Ugandan
capital, Kampala, 14 months ago. For her, it was like a dream coming true.
"This is something I have always wanted to do," said 34-year-old Julianne. "I
have always had an interest in computers. People look up to you. It is a privilege
to do this job."

GLOSSARY
Headline warriors=

soldier / fighter

line 8:

skills=

line 1:
line 4:

have taken up =
keep up with=

line 6:

background=

have engaged in
progress at the same
rate
person’s past
experiences,
education...

line 11:
line 12:
line 15:
line 17:
line 28:

set up =
relying=
whether=
backed by=
look up to=

ability to do something
expertly and well
go into business
looking to for help
SI (conditional)
supported by
respect
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A)

ENCERCLA L’ALTERNATIVA CORRECTA:

1

a)of

b)off

c)by

d)for

2.

a)a

b)an

c)any

d)some

3.

a)is

b)have been

c)are

d)can

4.

a)there is

b)there can

c)there have

d)there are

5.

a)---

b)at

c)on

d)for

6.

a)her

b)his

c)your

d)their

7.

a)she

b)her

c)his

d)they

8.

a)has helped

b)have helped

c)can help

d)to help

9.

a)reduces

b)reduce

c) reducing

d)to reduce

10. a)starting

b)started

c) start

d)to start

B) TROBEU AL TEXT PARAULES /EXPRESSIONS QUE SIGNIFIQUIN EL
SEGÜENT. SEGUEIX L’EXEMPLE. (Total: 1,25 punts – 0,25 per resposta
correcta).

0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

(ADJECTIVE- paragraph 5)(NOUN- paragraph 1)(VERB- paragraph 4)(NOUN -paragraph 4)(NOUN- paragraph 5)(NOUN- paragraph 5)-

from Uganda= Ugandan
alteration=
convinced=
objective=
trainer=
experience during sleep=
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C)

1.a)
1.b)
1.c)
1.c)

LLEGEIX EL TEXT ANTERIOR I ENCERCLEU LA MILLOR
ALTERNATIVA. (Total: 1,25 punts – 0,25 per resposta correcta).

The text is about Ugandan background courses.
The text is about women training in new technologies.
The text is about men training women in new technologies.
The text is about American companies in Uganda.

2. According to the text, the world is
2.a) very boring for women today .
2.b) depressing for the use of new technologies.
2.c) demanding new training in technology today.
2.d) only persuading her sister and cousin to follow in her footsteps.
3. Naula Kebba used to work as
3.a) an accountant.
3.b) an American trainer in Ugandan companies.
3.c) a businesswoman.
3.d) a computer science expert.

4.a)
4.b)
4.c)
4.d)

the course backed up by Cisco System is only organised in Uganda.
the course backed up by Cisco System is only organised in America.
the course backed up by Cisco System is only organised in Europe.
the course backed up by Cisco System is organised internationally.

5. According to the author, the objective of the programme is
5.a) to help very rich people in developing countries to get richer thanks to their
information technology.
5.b) to sell cheap information technology devices in developing countries.
5.c) to help people in developing countries learn and improve their information
technology.
5.d) not to change people in developing countries considering their information
technology.
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D)

ESCRIU UNA REDACCIÓ DE 80/100 PARAULES COM A MÍNIM
SOBRE AQUEST TEMA ( 5 punts):

• What is your opinion about the importance of education
nowadays?
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